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Abstract:  

 

In the U.S. and Europe, truck trailers are only half full, which has enormous econom-

ic and environmental consequences.  In addition, long-haul truck drivers, working in 

an industry with an annual turnover rate approaching 200%, are on the road for two 

weeks at a time, leading to significant social consequences.  We ask:  Is there a better 

way to design our logistics system to address the Global Logistics Sustainability 

Grand Challenge?  Our answer:  Yes, and our vision for a better logistics system de-

sign is called the Physical Internet (PI).  The PI has been conceptualized as an open 

global logistics system founded on physical, digital and operational interconnectivity 

through encapsulation, interfaces and protocols.  The aim of the PI is to enable an 

efficient and sustainable logistics web.  We report on the latest research into the PI 

where we attempt to quantify the logistics system gain potential of the PI using real-

world data. 
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